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Abstract

In this study, we employ the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAM to globally as-
sess aerosol indirect effects (AIEs) resulting from shipping emissions of aerosols and
aerosol precursor gases. We implement shipping emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2),
black carbon (BC) and particulate organic matter (POM) for the year 2000 into the5

model and quantify the model’s sensitivity towards uncertainties associated with the
emission parameterisation as well as with the shipping emissions themselves. Sensi-
tivity experiments are designed to investigate (i) the uncertainty in the size distribution
of emitted particles, (ii) the uncertainty associated with the total amount of emissions,
and (iii) the impact of reducing carbonaceous emissions from ships.10

We use the results from one sensitivity experiment for a detailed discussion of
shipping-induced changes in the global aerosol system as well as the resulting im-
pact on cloud properties. From all sensitivity experiments, we find AIEs from shipping
emissions to range from −0.07±0.01 W m−2 to −0.32±0.01 W m−2 (global mean value
and inter-annual variability as a standard deviation). The magnitude of the AIEs de-15

pends much more on the assumed emission size distribution and subsequent aerosol
microphysical interactions than on the magnitude of the emissions themselves. It is
important to note that although the strongest estimate of AIEs from shipping emissions
in this study is relatively large, still much larger estimates have been reported in the
literature before on the basis of modelling studies. We find that omitting just carbona-20

ceous particle emissions from ships favours new particle formation in the boundary
layer. These newly formed particles contribute just about as much to the CCN bud-
get as the carbonaceous particles would, leaving the globally averaged AIEs nearly
unaltered compared to a simulation including carbonaceous particle emissions from
ships.25
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1 Introduction

Ship tracks are widely seen as one of the most prominent manifestations of anthro-
pogenic aerosol indirect effects (AIEs), or the change in cloud properties by anthro-
pogenic aerosols serving as cloud condensation nuclei. A very uncertain and scientifi-
cally interesting question, however, is about the climatically relevant large-scale forcing5

by AIEs due to ship emissions.
In the past decades, a whole suite of AIE-hypotheses has been put forward of which

the “Twomey-effect”, or first AIE, is the most prominent. For this effect, an increase in
available cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) eventually leads to more and smaller cloud
droplets if the liquid water content of the respective cloud remains constant. More10

cloud droplets increase the total droplet surface area by which the cloud albedo is
enhanced; an effect which was put into the general context of anthropogenic pollution
by Twomey (1974). Other AIE-hypotheses include effects on cloud lifetime (Albrecht,
1989; Small et al., 2009) or cloud top height (Koren et al., 2005; Devasthale et al.,
2005). Especially the latter hypotheses are far from being verified (e.g., Stevens and15

Feingold, 2009). In total, AIEs are subject to the largest uncertainties of all radiative
forcing (RF) components of the Earth System, when it comes to assessing human
induced climate change (Forster et al., 2007). However, there exists broad consensus
that on global average, AIEs have a cooling effect on the Earth System with the most
recent multi-model estimate being −0.7±0.5 W m−2 (Quaas et al., 2009).20

Aerosols and aerosol precursor gases also lead to aerosol direct radiative effects
(DREs), i.e. the aerosol particles absorb and scatter the incident solar radiation directly
(Ångström, 1962). While regionally, a warming effect by aerosol absorption can be
substantial (e.g., Peters et al., 2011a), globally, aerosol-DREs are believed to exert
a net radiative cooling of about −0.3±0.2 W m−2 on the Earth System (Myhre, 2009).25

In the recent climate-change discussion, the mitigation of carbonaceous emissions has
attracted substantial attention in the scientific community. BC aerosols are associated
with a net positive radiative forcing (RF) at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) due to their
strong absorption of incident solar radiation, also leading to semi-direct effects on cloud
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cover (Koch and Del Genio, 2010). Thus, BC is perhaps the third largest contributor
to positive RF, following CO2 and methane, and reducing its emission could contribute
to delaying global warming due to anthropogenic climate change (e.g., Bond, 2007).
However, this neglects the ability of BC particles to act as cloud condensation nuclei
(CCNs) when they internally mix with hygroscopic species through microphysical and5

chemical ageing. This possibly leads to an overestimation of the cooling potential of
BC mitigation options (e.g., Pierce et al., 2007; Spracklen et al., 2011).

Shipping is the most cost-effective mean of long distance cargo transportation (e.g.,
Borken-Kleefeld et al., 2010) and global ship traffic is expected to increase due to
increasing international trade (e.g., Eyring et al., 2005a). Because greenhouse gas10

emissions from seagoing ships are not included in the Kyoto Protocol (1997), seagoing
ships are one of the least regulated sources of anthropogenic emissions. It is esti-
mated that in 2007, seagoing ships had a share of 2.7 % in all anthropogenic CO2
emissions (Buhaug et al., 2009). Other gaseous emissions from ships include large
amounts of nitrious oxides (NOx), methane and non-methane hydrocarbons. Further-15

more, combustion of low-quality fuel, as used in ship engines, produces large amounts
of aerosols and aerosol precursors. These come in form of particulate matter consist-
ing of elemental (black) and organic carbon, ash and particles forming from sulfuric
acid (e.g., Eyring et al., 2005b; Petzold et al., 2008). These constituents, being emitted
in mostly pristine marine environments, can serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)20

(e.g., Petzold et al., 2008) and result in AIEs.
AIEs from shipping emissions are occasionally manifested in linear cloud structures

referred to as “ship tracks”. These form as a result from ship effluents providing ad-
ditional CCN which can potentially alter the micro- and macrophysical properties of
maritime liquid-water clouds. Ship-tracks have been characterised in detail by a num-25

ber of studies (see Peters et al., 2011b, and references therein). Those studies all
focus on the detection and characterisation of ship tracks on local scales. The globally
averaged RF of just ship tracks has been estimated to range from −0.4 to −0.6 mW m−2

(Schreier et al., 2007).
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From a climate point of view however, it is important to get an impression of the
large-scale RF resulting from shipping emissions. Apart from leading to ship-tracks,
shipping emissions also have the potential to change the micro- and macrophysical
properties of cloud fields also at a large, climatically relevant, scale. This is especially
true for areas with widespread shipping emissions such as in the Northern Atlantic5

and Pacific Oceans. Two observational studies have so far attempted to quantify such
large scale effects from shipping emissions. While Devasthale et al. (2006) found ev-
idence of cloud-property modification from shipping emissions over European coastal
waters, Peters et al. (2011b) could not identify significant changes of cloud properties
downwind of shipping routes over tropical oceans.10

The above studies nicely illustrate the difficulty of establishing sound cause-and-
effect relationships from observations. However, atmospheric modelling allows to ex-
plicitly separate the impact of shipping from the natural background. In recent years,
modelling the impact of shipping emissions on the Earth System on climate relevant
scales has received increasing attention. Most of these modelling studies focus on15

changes related to atmospheric chemistry and composition (Eyring et al., 2007, and
references therein) and assessing global AIEs from shipping emissions has to date just
been performed with two distinct models.

Capaldo et al. (1999) used shipping emissions of sulphur and organic material as
presented in Corbett et al. (1999) in a global chemical transport model. The derived20

changes in atmospheric composition were then used to perform offline calculations
of changes in CCN and the resulting RF. Their sensitivity tests, performed by varying
input parameters like the background CCN concentration or the CCN cut-off radius,
revealed RF values ranging from −0.06 to −0.21 W m−2. Lauer et al. (2007) used
three different shipping emission inventories and estimated globally averaged AIEs to25

range from −0.19 to −0.6 W m−2 and Lauer et al. (2009) tested the impact of future
regulations regarding the sulfur content of marine bunker fuel (IMO, 1998) and found
reduced AIEs despite increasing fuel consumption. The DRE resulting from shipping
emissions is small and estimated to range from −47.5 to −9.1 mW m−2 (Balkanski et al.,
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2010; Eyring et al., 2010).
As the present estimate of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) RF, as given by the IPCC,

is about +3 W m−2, the above mentioned model results suggest that AIEs and DREs
from shipping might mask a significant portion of the GHG induced radiative forcing.
This masking may be reduced due to shipping emission regulations (e.g., Lauer et al.,5

2009), but even without those policy regulations, the estimated current cooling effect of
shipping emissions will switch to a long-term warming (e.g., Fuglestvedt et al., 2009).
This is because the warming related to the ship-emitted CO2 acts on timescales on the
order of centuries whereas the cooling of the sulphuric compounds acts on timescales
of decades when taking changes in oceanic heat content into account. Furthermore,10

evidence suggests that combustion of cleaner ship fuel also leads to reduced emission
of particulate BC (Lack and Corbett, 2012), also reducing its potential cooling effect.

In this study, we employ the state of the art global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-
HAM to provide (1) insight into ship-emission processing in the model, and (2) a range
of estimates of AIEs from shipping emissions. We derive this range of estimates from15

a series of sensitivity experiments which are designed to investigate (i) the uncertain-
ties related to the size distribution of emitted particles, (ii) the uncertainty associated
with the total amount of emissions, and (iii) the impact of reducing carbonaceous emis-
sions from ships. The model framework, the used shipping emissions inventory and the
experimental setup are described in Sect. 2. A detailed view of ship-emission process-20

ing in ECHAM-HAM is given in Sect. 3 and the results of the sensitivity experiments
are presented in Sect. 4. Summary and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Model and experiment setup

Here, we utilise the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAM (Zhang et al., 2012) to
thoroughly investigate the effect of shipping emissions on clouds. In the simulations25

discussed here, cloud cover is computed following a relative humidity-based approach
(Sundqvist et al., 1989) and the treatment of convective clouds and -transport is based
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on the mass-flux scheme of Tiedtke (1989). Cloud microphysics are computed accord-
ing to Lohmann et al. (2007) some details of which are described below. Transport of
physical quantities in gridpoint-space, such as water vapour, cloud water and -ice, and
trace components is performed via a semi-lagrangian transport scheme (Lin and Rood,
1996). Here, ECHAM-HAM is used in nudged mode to relax the prognostic variables5

(vorticity, divergence, temperature and surface pressure) towards an atmospheric ref-
erence state (ERA-Interim reanalysis data; Simmons et al., 2007).

2.1 Aerosol treatment

ECHAM is coupled to HAM, a microphysical aerosol module which calculates the evolu-
tion of an aerosol population represented by seven interacting internally and externally10

mixed log-normal aerosol modes (Zhang et al., 2012). In the setup applied here, HAM
treats sulfate (SU), black carbon (BC), particulate organic matter (POM), sea salt (SS)
and dust (DU) aerosol. The modes consist of compounds with either low or no solubility
(insoluble modes) or an internal mixture of insoluble and soluble compounds (soluble
modes). The microphysical interaction among the modes, such as coagulation, con-15

densation of sulfuric acid on the aerosol surface, and water uptake are calculated by
the microphysical core M7 (Vignati et al., 2004). New particle formation is calculated
as in the experiments of Kazil et al. (2010): particle formation via (1) cluster activation
and (2) neutral- and charged activation are treated following Kulmala et al. (2006) and
Kazil and Lovejoy (2007), respectively. Further, HAM treats emissions, sulfur chem-20

istry (Feichter et al., 1996), dry and wet deposition and sedimentation and is coupled
to radiative processes.

2.2 Cloud microphysics

Here, cloud microphysical properties are derived using a double-moment scheme
which solves prognostic equations for cloud water and -ice mass mixing ratios as well25

as for the number of cloud droplets and -ice crystals Lohmann et al. (2007). The
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parametrised microphysical processes relevant for liquid-water cloud properties are
nucleation of cloud droplets, condensational growth of cloud droplets, autoconversion
of cloud droplets to form rain water, accretion of cloud droplets by snow and by rain,
and melting of cloud ice and snow. The amount of cloud liquid water mixing ratio, ql,
inside a grid box is provided by the condensation scheme (Sundqvist et al., 1989) with5

an additional source from convective detrainment, and is a prerequisite for performing
the calculations of cloud microphysics.

The cloud microphysical scheme is coupled to HAM so that changes in the aerosol-
and cloud population can feed back onto each other. Cloud droplet nucleation is
parametrised as an empirical function of aerosol number concentrations (Lohmann10

et al., 2007) and Köhler theory based CCN diagnostics are also included (Stier et al.,
2012). Autoconversion, i.e. conversion from cloud droplets to form precipitation, is
treated according to Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000).

In ECHAM, the convection parametrisation provides for vertical transport and hori-
zontal detrainment of cloud water and CCN. The detrained CCN then serve as poten-15

tial nuclei for stratiform clouds which form at the detrainment level. Convective clouds
therefore only have an indirect effect on radiation through detrainment of liquid water
to the stratiform scheme, i.e. they are assigned a cloud cover of zero.

2.3 Aerosol-emission setup

The emissions of dust (Tegen et al., 2002), sea salt (Guelle et al., 2001) and dimethyl20

sulfide (DMS, Kettle and Andreae, 2000) are computed on-line. The emissions of car-
bonaceous and sulfuric compounds, except those from shipping, are prescribed ac-
cording to the AeroCom (Kinne et al., 2006) recommendations (for the year 2000 Den-
tener et al., 2006). Gaseous species (e.g., OH, NOx, ozone) are prescribed as monthly
values after Horowitz et al. (2003).25

We substitute the AeroCom shipping emissions (EDGAR Bond et al., 2004; Olivier
et al., 2005) with a dataset produced within the European Integrated Project QUAN-
TIFY (EU-IP QUANTIFY) which comprises globally gridded data of shipping emissions
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for the year 2000 (Behrens, 2006). This inventory offers a consistent geographical dis-
tribution for all emitted components and we compare its total annual emissions and
geographical distribution of SO2 emissions to those of the standard AeroCom inven-
tory in Table 1 and Fig. 1; the geographical distribution of carbonaceous emissions is
similar among both datasets.5

In the QUANTIFY inventory, the geographical distribution of shipping emissions is
performed by using a combination of COADS (Comprehensive Atmosphere-Ocean
Data Set) and AMVER (Automatic Mutual-Assistance Vessel Rescue System) ship-
traffic densities for the years 2000 and 2001/2002, respectively. To distribute the an-
nual emissions in the QUANTIFY inventory, about 1 000 000 marine reports were used10

as input in both the COADS and AMVER datasets for deriving global ship reporting
frequencies as illustrated in Endresen et al. (2003). The global distributions are shown
in Dalsøren et al. (2009).

In addition to the uncertainties related to the geographical distribution of the ship-
ping emissions, there also exist inherent uncertainties in the total fuel consumption of15

seagoing ships. In the QUANTIFY inventory, the total annual fuel consumption is es-
timated at 172.5 Mt of total fuel consumption for the year 2000 which is substantially
lower than the estimates of Corbett and Koehler (2003) and Eyring et al. (2005b), be-
ing 289 Mt and 280 Mt, respectively. The large differences between QUANTIFY and
the other inventories concerning the fuel consumption estimates have been a matter20

of intense debate and it has been shown that the assumed level of activity (or “days at
sea”) is the main reason for the large differences (e.g., Endresen et al., 2004; Corbett
and Koehler, 2004).

We apply the emissions as a constant flux (in kg m−2 s−1) of annually averaged
data to the model layer above the surface layer. Monthly resolved ship traffic den-25

sity datasets do exist (e.g., Wang et al., 2007), but the uncertainty introduced by using
annually mean emission fields is probably negligible compared to the uncertainty as-
sociated with the emissions themselves (A. Lauer, personal communication, 2011).
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2.4 Experimental setup

To quantify the effect of shipping emissions on clouds, we perform and analyse a to-
tal of seven GCM experiments. The experiments are designed to highlight the un-
certainties associated with the total global annual fuel consumption and the emission
size distribution as well as to investigate the potential and implications of mitigating5

carbonaceous-particle emissions from ships. Simulations are performed with a hor-
izontal resolution of T63 (about 1.8◦ ×1.8◦) and a vertical resolution of 31 levels up
to 10 hPa. Monthly mean sea surface temperatures and sea ice cover are prescribed
according to the AMIP II dataset (Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project; Tay-
lor et al., 2000). The performed simulations span the time period from October 199910

to December 2004. The first three months are considered as model spin-up and the
analysis is then performed on the remaining five years.

In experiment A, we run the model with the QUANTIFY inventory using the origi-
nally implemented shipping emissions parametrisation (AeroCom, “old” in Table 2). We
slightly modify the original emission parametrisation because we found it to be inconsis-15

tent – the carbonaceous compounds from shipping emissions were originally assigned
to the model’s surface layer whereas the sulphuric compounds where assigned to one
layer above the model’s surface layer. This is because shipping emissions are consid-
ered as part of industrial emissions in AeroCom. For industrial emissions of sulphuric
compounds, an emission height well above the surface is assumed because industrial20

plants emit most of their exhausts from smoke stacks. This method is not applied to
industrial carbonaceous emissions because their fraction in the stack-emissions is as-
sumed to be negligible (S. Kinne, personal communication, 2010). We therefore modify
the emission routine in HAM so that all emissions from ships are consistently assigned
to the model layer above the surface layer.25

In experiment A, the emissions of BC and POM are assigned to the insoluble Aitken
mode with a number mean radius of r̄ = 0.03 µm and a standard deviation of the log-
normal distribution of σ = 1.59. The bulk of sulfuric emissions is emitted in form of
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gaseous SO2. Fast processing of gaseous SO2 emissions is accounted for by allowing
a certain fraction fSO4

of the emitted sulfuric mass to transform to particulate sulfate at
the point of emission instantaneously (i.e., within one timestep). In the AeroCom setup
as used in experiment A, fSO4

= 2.5 %. Of this particulate sulfate, 50 % is assigned to
the soluble Accumulation mode (AS, r̄ = 0.075 µm, σ = 1.59) and 50 % is assigned to5

the soluble Coarse mode (CS, r̄ =0.75 µm, σ =2).
To investigate the uncertainty associated with the insufficient knowledge of the emis-

sion size distribution, we developed experiment B. A close look at the original emission
parametrisation as used in A yields significant discrepancies to what is currently known
about the microphysical and chemical properties of shipping emissions.10

First, recent studies indicate that the fSO4
is often larger than 2.5 %. Agrawal et al.

(2008) find a value of fSO4
= 3.7–5 % for a fuel sulphur content of 2.05 %. Lack et al.

(2009) deduce fSO4
=1.4 %±1.1 % and fSO4

=3.9 %±2.0 % for low (<0.5 %) and high
(>0.5 %) fuel sulphur content, respectively. Therefore, we increase fSO4

from 2.5 to
4.5 % in experiment B, considering the fact that the globally weighted marine fuel sul-15

phur content is estimated at 2.68 % for 2002 (Endresen et al., 2004).
Second, the assumed emission size distribution of primary sulfate particles may be

too large in AeroCom (see above). A number of studies have shown that ships emit
a suite of particles which are all in the size range r̄ < 0.05 µm. Specifically, Petzold
et al. (2008) investigated the particle size distribution in an aged plume (20 min old,20

which is roughly on the order of the model timestep) of shipping emissions over the
English Channel and found that the modal radius of the ship-emitted particles was
≈0.02–0.04 µm. Because this size range corresponds to that of the Aitken mode in
HAM, we assign all ship-emitted primary sulfate particles to the soluble Aitken mode
(modal radius: 0.03 µm) in experiment B.25

Third, all carbonaceous particles from shipping emissions are assumed insoluble
at the point of emission in the original AeroCom parametrisation. This assumption
however is inconsistent with recent laboratory measurements. Kireeva et al. (2010)
showed that freshly emitted soot from a ship engine burning fuel with a sulfur content
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of just 0.5 % yields significantly higher solubility than soot emitted from an aircraft- or
truck engine. Motivated by these results, we assign all ship-emitted carbonaceous
particles to the soluble Aitken mode (modal radius: 0.03 µm) in experiment B, similar
to Lauer et al. (2007). Therefore, the model setup for experiment B also yields a better
comparison framework to earlier studies.5

In the experiments Asc and Bsc, we scale the emissions of the QUANTIFY inventory
in order to investigate the uncertainty associated with the unknown total annual fuel
consumption from ships. As previously noted, the QUANTIFY inventory represents
a lower estimate among the currently used shipping emission inventories. Therefore,
the mass of annually emitted particulate- and gaseous species is scaled to values10

which meet the ones published by Corbett and Koehler (2003). There, the annual total
emission of SO2 is given as 12.98 Tg (based on ship activity for the year 2001). Relat-
ing this to the given value in the QUANTIFY inventory (7.95 Tg; year 2000), we scale
the emissions of SO2, BC and POM by a factor of 1.63 for use in the experiments Asc
and Bsc.15

In the experiments BnoBC and BnoC, we explore the potential effects of mitigating
the emission of carbonaceous compounds from ships. For both experiments, we em-
ploy the model with the newly introduced emission parametrisation (see experiment B).
We omit all BC and all carbonaceous emissions from ships in experiments BnoBC and
BnoC, respectively. These simulations thus represent idealised sensitivity studies be-20

cause no potential side-effects that BC mitigation may have on the magnitude of sul-
furic emissions (and vice-versa Lack and Corbett, 2012, and references therein) are
included.

3 Ship-emission induced aerosol processes in ECHAM-HAM

To illustrate the pathway from shipping emissions to changes in the TOA radiation25

budget as modelled by ECHAM-HAM, we perform a stepwise analysis using the results
obtained from experiment B. The steps in this analysis consider the changes in
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– emissions

– aerosol mass- and number burdens

– CCN concentrations

– cloud macro- and microphysical properties

– radiation budget.5

In the following, the displayed figures represent simulated five-year mean values. Sta-
tistical significance is computed by applying a two-tailed Student’s t-test to the respec-
tive five annually averaged fields and the standard deviation of the five annual means
in each grid-box.

3.1 Changes in emissions and mass burdens10

The global distributions of total sulphur (comprised of sulphur dioxide (SO2), sulfate
and dimethyl sulphide (DMS)), black carbon (BC) and particulate organic matter (POM)
emissions as used in experiment B are shown in Fig. 2. Shipping emissions represent
just a small fraction of the global mean anthropogenic emissions: 7.2 % for S, 0.5 %
of BC and 0.25 % of POM. However, emissions from shipping often occur in otherwise15

pristine marine environments and can therefore result in substantial modifications of
the aerosol populations in the marine boundary layer.

As shown in Fig. 3, the relative changes in SO2 column burden are very similar to the
spatial pattern of shipping emissions on global oceans. We obtain the largest changes
over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) Atlantic Ocean, the Northern Indian Ocean and the20

Northern Pacific Ocean, with most changes being statistically significant at the 90 %
level. Relative changes in sulfate column burden show smaller values in Southeast
Asia compared to the Western European coast although the changes in SO2 column
burden are of similar magnitudes. Because SO2 is oxidised to H2SO4 by OH, this can
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be explained by higher OH abundance over the North Atlantic in the monthly prescribed
fields (Horowitz et al., 2003).

The relative changes in atmospheric BC and OC burdens only show distinct patterns
over the Northwestern Atlantic and none of these features is statistically significant at
the 90 % level – a surprising result as shipping emissions represent the only source5

of these species over oceans. Therefore, it is plausible that the emissions of sulfuric
constituents from ships are the ones which ultimately determine the total effect on both
cloudy- and clear sky radiation.

3.2 Changes in aerosol number

It is feasible to track the models’ response induced by a certain change in emission10

parameters through each aerosol mode, thereby clarifying the underlying processes
leading to the observed total response. We order the analysis from the smallest to
largest aerosol modes. We show the vertically- and meridionally resolved changes in
particle number concentrations in Fig. 4.

Due to the increased availability of condensable material, i.e. sulphuric acid (H2SO4),15

non-soluble particles are converted to soluble ones via condensation of H2SO4 onto
them. This can clearly be depicted for the insoluble Aitken (KI), Accumulation (AI) and
Coarse (CI) modes (top row Fig. 4).

The population of soluble Nucleation mode (NS) particles by design consists only
of secondary aerosol resulting from new particle formation, mainly nucleated from sul-20

furic acid (H2SO4). Vertically resolved, pronounced relative increases in NS-particle
concentrations are constrained to the NH mid- and upper troposphere (Kazil et al.,
2010) as well as some parts of tropical boundary layer (bottom row Fig. 4). Because
these areas are relatively unpolluted, the lack of condensational sinks favours parti-
cle nucleation. However, a decrease in NS-particle numbers is obtained for the NH25

mid-latitude boundary layer and lower troposphere (up to ≈800 hPa). There, conden-
sation of H2SO4 onto pre-existing particles substantially dominates over new particle
formation.
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Soluble Aitken mode (KS) particle number concentrations decrease in the NH bound-
ary layer (bottom row Fig. 4). The cause for this is two-fold. Firstly, less nucleated
NS-particles (see above) result in less particles growing to KS and secondly, the in-
crease of emitted primary KS-particles leads to increased condensation of H2SO4 onto
them. This yields faster growth rates to the soluble Accumulation mode (AS) and thus5

shorter residence time in KS. For the mid- and upper troposphere, the overall increase
in KS-particle number concentrations results from growth of the increasingly present
NS-particles (see above).

Particle number burdens in the soluble Accumulation mode (AS) increase every-
where on the globe. In relative terms, regions of largest increase correspond to those10

of highest shipping emissions in the North Atlantic, North Pacific, mid-Indian Ocean,
and Southeast Asia (not shown). The vertically and meridionally resolved changes in
AS-particle number concentrations show an increase practically everywhere through-
out the troposphere (bottom row Fig. 4). Especially in the NH boundary layer, the
condensational growth of the emitted KS-particles thus leads to a significant increase15

(“accumulation”) of particles in AS. This is of particular interest as that size range is
most suitable for CCN-activation at supersaturations typical for stratocumulus clouds
(80–100 nm at 0.2 % supersaturation, e.g., Pierce and Adams, 2009).

The increase in soluble Coarse mode (CS) particle concentrations is confined to the
lower troposphere, but is not as large as for AS and is not statistically significant at any20

point in the troposphere.
To summarise, the introduction of shipping emissions leads to reduced particle nucle-

ation and substantially increased condensational growth rates of primary Aitken-mode
sized particles in the NH boundary layer. This results in decreased particle number
concentrations in both NS and KS and increased AS-particle number concentrations in25

the NH boundary layer. Furthermore, the increased availability of sulfuric compounds
leads to increased particle nucleation rates throughout the tropical troposphere, which
results in increased particle number concentrations in all soluble modes but the Coarse
mode.
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The aforementioned faster growth rates of aerosol particles could in fact lead to
a reduction of their atmospheric lifetimes due to enhanced wet- and dry deposition.
Aerosol lifetimes, defined here as the ratio of burdens over sources, are displayed in
Table 3. Indeed, lifetimes are slightly reduced for all aerosol types in experiment B,
with the exception of sea salt.5

The impact of the shipping emissions on the aerosol population and its direct effect
on atmospheric radiation is illustrated by the relative changes in AOD and its fine mode
(i.e. the contribution from particles smaller than 1 µm in diameter), as shown in Fig. 5.
Statistically significant increases in both the AOD and its fine mode are obtained for
most of the Western European coastal waters as well as some areas off the western10

coast of North America. The globally averaged relative increase in the fine-mode AOD
is larger than that obtained for the total AOD. This should be expected, as the main
increase in particle numbers is found for Accumulation mode sized particles, which
are by definition smaller than 1 µm in diameter. The impact of this change in AOD on
clear-sky atmospheric radiation will be discussed in Sect. 3.5.15

3.3 Changes in predicted CCN concentrations

We show vertically- and meridionally resolved changes in CCN concentrations, de-
rived from Köhler theory, at various supersaturations in Fig. 6. At low supersaturations
(0.04 %), large areas in the NH lower- to mid troposphere exhibit a significant increase
in CCN concentrations, with values >10 % occurring in the boundary layer north of20

60◦ N, closely following the changes in AS particle number. CCN concentrations at
higher supersaturations show a similar pattern but an increasing contribution of KS
number changes, in particular in the tropics. This again hints at aerosol processing
in the boundary layer – smaller particles (higher supersaturations) are found near the
emission sources whereas larger particles (smaller supersaturations) are found higher25

up in the troposphere as a result of microphysical- and chemical ageing during trans-
port. Distinct and often statistically significant increases in CCN concentrations are
also found for the mid to high tropical troposphere.
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Summarising, it is evident that shipping emissions lead to an increased number of
CCNs at supersaturations typical for marine liquid water clouds. This follows from
distinct increases in AS particle numbers, especially in the NH boundary layer, as
a result from increased particle growth rates (see Sect. 3.2).

3.4 Changes in cloud micro- and macrophysical properties5

As shown in Fig. 7 (top left), distinct and sometimes significant increases of CDNC
are calculated throughout the North Atlantic- and North Pacific Oceans as well as off
the southwestern coast of Africa. Close to the coasts of Northwestern Europe and
California, CDNCs are increased by more than 15 %. The changes over tropical oceans
are rather noisy because here, the relatively large variations in macrophysical cloud10

properties, such as cloud liquid water path/-geometrical thickness, dominate the signal
even for the five year averages considered here.

Vertically resolved (Fig. 7, top right), we find distinct and often statistically significant
changes in CDNC throughout the mid-latitude NH troposphere up to ≈400 hPa. Cor-
respondingly, reff decreases, often statistically significant, throughout the mid-latitude15

Pacific and Atlantic Oceans as well as off the western coast of Southern Africa (Fig. 7,
bottom left).

Via the parametrisation of the autoconversion (i.e. the conversion of cloud- to precip-
itation water after Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000), a response of cloud macrophysical
properties to changes in CDNC is incorporated in the model. Indeed, we find the LWP20

to increase over large regions (Fig. 7, bottom right). Zonally averaged, the cloud cover
is slightly enhanced in the NH mid-latitude boundary layer (not shown).

3.5 Impact on atmospheric radiation

For the purpose of this study, we define the AIE at TOA in terms of the “radiative flux
perturbation” as given in Lohmann et al. (2010). There, the instantaneous radiation per-25

turbation by the total aerosol loading (with cloud micro- and macrophysical properties
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held constant), i.e. the direct total aerosol forcing, as obtained from a double-call of
the ECHAM radiation scheme, is subtracted from the net all-sky radiation at TOA. By
evaluating the difference of these fields with respect to the reference simulation, i.e. “ex-
periment – NS”, we thus obtain the changes in the net all-sky radiation as influenced
only by changes in cloud micro- and macrophysical properties.5

With this definition of the AIE, the results from experiment B yield a global, five-year
mean AIE of shipping emissions at TOA of −0.23±0.01 W m−2 (see Fig. 8, top left).
As expected, the largest contributions come from those areas in which the change in
shipping emissions leads to the largest changes in cloud micro- and macrophysical
quantities.10

We find the direct radiative effect (DRE) of shipping emissions at TOA, as difference
between experiments B and NS, to be −23±2 mW m−2 (five-year mean and interan-
nual standard deviation). Interestingly, the DRE is distinctly positive in some parts of
the semi-permanent stratocumulus fields off continental west coasts, an effect caused
by absorbing aerosols from biomass burning residing above clouds (e.g., Peters et al.,15

2011a). The reasons for this effect in B are twofold. Either (1), carbonaceous aerosol
from shipping emissions is lofted above the clouds or (2) the absorption of carbona-
ceous biomass burning aerosol from Africa above the clouds is increased due to in-
creased internal mixing in the presence of shipping emissions. To investigate this, we
compare the results from B to those of BnoC and BnoBC (not shown) and find that20

the positive DRE off the coast of Namibia and Angola can be attributed to increased
internal mixing of biomass burning aerosol (see also Stier et al., 2006b).

Compared to previous estimates of the DRE from shipping emissions (−47.5 to
−9.1 mW m−2, Eyring et al., 2010), our value (−23±2 mW m−2) is of comparable mag-
nitude. In previous studies (e.g., Lauer et al., 2007), it is argued that the DRE of25

shipping emissions is negligible compared to the correspoding AIE. However, here it
is evident that the emission of non-absorbing aerosols and aerosol precursors from
shipping emissions have implications for the absorption characteristics of pre-existing
aerosol and may lead to changes in macrophysical properties of stratocumulus fields
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(e.g., cloud thickening as described in Wilcox, 2010).
Both the AIE and DRE represent radiative effects in the solar shortwave spectrum. It

has been suggested that the aerosol influence on clouds, specifically those stemming
from shipping emissions, have the potential to also alter the radiative balance at TOA
in the longwave spectral range resulting from cloud deepening (e.g., Christensen and5

Stephens, 2011). In the results of experiment B, we find negligible changes in the
outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) compared to experiment NS. However, there does
seem to be a tendency towards an increase in OLR over NH mid-latitude oceans.

4 Sensitivity to uncertainties in shipping emissions

To test the models’ sensitivity towards assumed emission parameters, like physical10

and chemical properties of emitted particles as well as the total emission amount, we
performed in total seven simulations as described in Sect. 2.4. This section contains
a description of the simulated responses to changes in (i) emission parametrisation,
(ii) total amount of emissions and (iii) emitted amount of carbonaceous compounds
from shipping emissions. The results are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 as15

zonal averages. We supply a summary of globally averaged differences of selected
parameters with respect to experiment NS in Table 4.

4.1 Effect of two different emission parametrisations

We modified the parameterisation of shipping emissions in experiment B in such a way
that substantially more soluble particles are emitted compared to the original emission20

parameterisation as used in experiment A (see Table 2). As we show in the following,
the higher number of emitted soluble particles in B leads to substantially different re-
sults compared to A with respect to aerosol processing and the subsequent effect on
cloud micro- and macrophysical properties.
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Regarding changes in species column burdens (Fig. 9), carbonaceous species are
slightly more abundant in the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres in A compared to B.
This may be due to regionally reduced lifetimes of carbonaceous particles in B – on
a global scale, there is no systematic change in carbonaceous particle lifetimes (with
respect to experiment NS) detectable (see Table 3). Due to the change in fSO4

, SO2 is5

less and sulfate is more abundant in A, respectively (see Fig. 9).
Differences in particle number column burdens (Figs. 10 and 11) are most pro-

nounced for the modes KI and AS. For KI in A, particle numbers increase south of
30◦ S and north of 15◦ N due to the emission of insoluble carbonaceous particles. Be-
tween 30◦ S and 15◦ N, KI particle numbers are reduced for both experiments A and B.10

The most pronounced absolute decrease is simulated over South America, Sub-Sahel
Africa, and Northern Australia (not shown). In these regions, carbonaceous emissions
from biomass-burning are partly assigned to KI (Stier et al., 2005) and represent an
efficient condensational sink regarding ship-emitted condensable species.

In experiment A it therefore seems that microphysical ageing of emitted KI particles15

over main shipping corridors is insufficient for efficient internal mixing and thus particle
growth. Boundary layer nucleation is also higher in A compared to B (not shown), but
boundary layer KS particle numbers are higher in B, indicating the inefficient micro-
physical ageing of emitted KI particles in A. The changes in AS column number bur-
dens clearly reflect this (Fig. 11, top row). There, the relative increase obtained from20

B is distinctly higher than that of A, especially in the NH mid-latitudes. Less efficient
internal mixing in A also results in longer particle lifetimes, due to reduced scavenging
efficiency, and subsequent higher total column number burdens compared to B (not
shown).

The resulting changes in zonally averaged aerosol optical depth (AOD) and its fine25

mode fraction (Fig. 12) match the changes in number burdens and are thus larger for
B than for A. So despite the results from A yielding a slightly larger total aerosol num-
ber burden, B yields more particles in larger size modes which subsequently leads to
higher AOD values. This also holds for the changes in the AOD fine mode fraction
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because the experimental setup of B leads to substantially more particles in AS. The
changes in the AOD of absorption are also higher for B due to internally mixed BC par-
ticles. The resulting aerosol direct radiative effect (DRE) is however not much different
between the two experiments: −23.5±0.9 mW m−2 and −22.9±1.7 mW m−2 for A and
B, respectively (Fig. 12, bottom right).5

The relative change in zonally averaged CDNC at cloud top (Fig. 13, top left) is
substantially larger in B than A, i.e. about 5 % vs. 2 % at NH mid-latitudes. Corre-
spondingly, the reff decreases by more than 1 % in B versus about 0.25 % in A (Fig. 13,
top right). The changes in cloud liquid water path (LWP) also show the same distinct
difference pattern. While the LWP increases by almost 4 % over NH mid-latitudes in B,10

this increase amounts to only <1 % in A (Fig. 13, bottom left).
The globally averaged AIE from B amounts to −0.22±0.008 W m−2 whereas that of

A is simulated at −0.07±0.017 W m−2. For both simulations, the zonally averaged AIE
(Fig. 13, bottom right) is largest over the NH mid-latitudes, amounting to about −0.7
and −0.2 W m−2 for B and A, respectively. In experiment B, it is therefore the effect15

of assigning more and smaller soluble particles for a given amount of emissions (see
Table 2) which leads to more than a tripling of the AIE in ECHAM-HAM for the model
configuration we used in this study.

4.2 Effects of changes in the amount of emissions

Although we illustrated that the AIE of shipping emissions as calculated by an aerosol-20

climate model such as ECHAM-HAM strongly depends on the chosen emission
parametrisation, we investigate a possibly more obvious AIE-determinant in this sec-
tion: the uncertainty associated with total shipping emissions.

With respect to the results of experiments A and B, the results obtained from Asc and
Bsc (see Sect. 2.4) show the same zonally averaged patterns for all investigated pa-25

rameters, but with an offset. From experiment Bsc, we obtain an upper estimate of
the globally averaged AIE from shipping emissions (i.e. −0.32±0.01 W m−2), which
is about half of the largest of previously published estimates of AIEs from shipping
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emissions (−0.6 W m−2 as given in Lauer et al., 2007). In our experiments, the AIE
does not scale linearly with the emissions, i.e. an increase of about 40 % versus a 63 %
inrease in emissions compared to B. The non-linearity also applies to all relevant di-
agnostics, e.g., species burdens, particle numbers, CCN concentrations, etc. This is
most probably due to saturation effects in the aerosol system (see also Stier et al.,5

2006a). For Asc, the increase in forcing scales more closely with the increase in emis-
sions (57 % increase compared to A), indicating lower saturation of the aersol system
compared to B.

4.3 Reduction of carbonaceous emissions

In the experiments BnoBC and BnoC, we set the emissions of BC and BC+POM from10

ships, respectively, to zero to investigate the relevance of primary carbonaceous parti-
cle emissions from ships for the calculated aerosol indirect effect. The zonally averaged
relative changes of BC column burdens indicate lower values in both experiments than
those of the reference experiment NS (Fig. 9, bottom left). This is due to increased in-
ternal mixing and the subsequently decreased lifetime of already present BC-particles.15

The same holds for the relative changes of POM column burden in experiment BnoC
(Fig. 9, bottom right).

Although the number of emitted particles is surely lower in BnoBC and BnoC com-
pared to B, the effect of shipping emissions on clouds and radiation is nearly the same.
Analysis of mode-wise aerosol mass mixing ratios (MMRs) reveals that changes in the20

aerosol microphysical state are evident, especially in BnoC. The involved mechanisms
nicely illustrate competitive effects between primary particle emission and secondary
particle formation. We show zonally and meridionally averaged relative changes of
selected aerosol species MMRs in experiment BnoC compared to B in Fig. 14. The
depicted changes in POM-MMR for KS are also representative for the changes in BC-25

MMR in KS and show the expected reduction throughout the boundary layer. The
model calculates an increase of sulfate particle mass NS and KS, indicating increased
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particle nucleation in BnoC compared to B. As a result, the total aerosol number mixing
ratio in AS (Fig. 14, right), i.e. the highly relevant mode for CCN formation, is about the
same in both experiments. Therefore, due to the reduced number of primarily emitted
carbonaceous particles, the condensational sink for sulfuric acid is reduced, leaving
more ship-emitted SO2 available for new particle formation. Interestingly, the newly5

formed and grown particles contribute just about as many particles to AS as the pri-
mary carbonaceous particles did, leaving the globally averaged aerosol indirect effect
largely unchanged (Fig. 13, bottom left). The described effects are smaller in BnoBC
and follow the same causality.

In recent literature, several studies have advocated the importance of accounting for10

carbonaceous particles in the CCN budget (e.g., Pierce et al., 2007; Spracklen et al.,
2011) and that not doing so could lead to substantial underestimates of the AIE. Our
results partly confirm these studies, namely that carbonaceous particles from shipping
emissions play an important role in determining the CCN budget. However, we do
not find that omitting carbonaceous particle emissions from ships leads to noticeably15

reduced AIEs due to the compensating effect of increased boundary layer nucleation.
This is likely to be a consequence of their predominant emission in pristine environ-
ments (low condensational sink). Although our results represent a somewhat extreme
scenario, our findings are of particular importance when considering future ship-fuel
regulations, as the combustion of higher-quality ship fuel leads to less carbonaceous20

particle emissions compared to the currently used bunker fuels (Lack and Corbett,
2012).

Regarding changes of the DRE, the zonally averaged relative change of the AOD
of absorption is reduced in BnoBC and BnoC with respect to B. This combines the
effects of both the reduction of carbonaceous emissions from ships and the general25

decrease of carbonaceous-compound lifetimes. Omitting emissions of BC and POM
from ships therefore results in a slightly more negative DRE compared to experiment
B (see Table 4), highlighting the positive forcing component (at TOA) of these species.
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5 Summary and conclusions

In this study, we used the aerosol climate model ECHAM-HAM to quantify the aerosol
indirect effect (AIE) from shipping emissions. For this, we used the shipping emissions
inventory from Behrens (2006) and designed the experiments to investigate the uncer-
tainty of the derived radiative forcing (RF) associated with the uncertainty in the ship-5

ping emissions themselves. For these experiments, ECHAM-HAM was nudged with
ERA-Interim re-analysis data, sea surface temperatures (SSTs) were prescribed by
AMIP data, and the model integrations span the time frame of October 1999–December
2004. The first three months were used as model spin-up and discarded from the anal-
ysis.10

The sensitivity experiments consisted of three sets of simulations in which the fol-
lowing key uncertainties/questions, with respect to AIEs, were assessed:

1. Uncertainty in the emitted particle-size distribution and -composition

2. Uncertainty in amount of emissions

3. The effect of reducing carbonaceous emissions from shipping15

We addressed the first uncertainty by modifying the originally implemented emission
parameterisation (AeroCom, Dentener et al., 2006). Compared to that parametrisation,
we assigned all particles from shipping emissions to a soluble and/or smaller aerosol
mode with a higher fraction of emitted sulfur instantaneously transformed to particulate
sulfate. Thus, the modified emission parametrisation leads to the emission of substan-20

tially more soluble particles. The modifications to the emission parametrisation were
within the observed ranges (see Sect. 2.4).

The second uncertainty arises from the fact that the global annual amount of fuel
consumed by ship traffic is still not fully constrained. There do exist relatively low and
high estimates of annual fuel consumption, with the emissions inventory we employed25

in this study (Behrens, 2006) providing an estimate which is on the lower end. There-
fore, we scaled the emissions to meet the highest published value (see Sect. 2.4) and
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therefore framed this emission sensitivity analysis within the range of published uncer-
tainties.

For quantifying the third question, we performed two simulations. In the first one,
only black carbon (BC) emissions from shipping were omitted and in the second one,
all BC- and particulate organic matter (POM) emissions were omitted.5

The different model experiments yield substantially different RFs at TOA and we
found the strongest estimate of the AIE at TOA from shipping emissions to be −0.32±
0.01 W m−2 from the model run performed with the modified emission parametrisation
and scaled emissions. This is a factor of two smaller than the upper estimate from
Lauer et al. (2007), who also used the ECHAM model, but used slightly different cloud10

microphysics and coupled it to a different aerosol sub-model. In Lauer et al. (2007),
the zonally averaged AIE is much larger in the tropics and subtropics compared to our
results (Fig. 13, bottom right), yielding a substantially higher global mean value. The
difference in the distribution of the forcing may have its cause in the different aerosol
module and to changes in the coupling of the aerosol microphysical to the cloud micro-15

physical parameterisations.
We found that the emission size distribution matters far more than the amount of

total emissions. Even in the case of scaled emissions, the experiment with the orig-
inal emission parametrisation yielded an AIE at TOA of −0.11±0.02 W m−2, showing
how the forcing increases by a factor of three when employing the modified emission20

parametrisation. This also holds for the cases with unscaled emissions, where the ex-
periments employing the original- and modified parametrisation yield an AIE at TOA of
−0.07±0.017 W m−2 and −0.23±0.008 W m−2, respectively.

We recognised that carbonaceous particle emissions from ships play an important
role in determining the boundary layer CCN budget. However, omitting carbonaceous25

aerosol from the shipping emissions proved not to have a substantial impact on the
obtained AIE as suggested by studies advocating the importance of accounting for
carbonaceous CCN (e.g., Pierce et al., 2007; Spracklen et al., 2011). This is because
in our model, omitting carbonaceous particle emissions from ships lead to enhanced
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boundary-layer new particle formation, which is likely to be a consequence of their
predominant emission in pristine environments (low condensational sink), favourable
for aerosol nucleation. This compensated for the reduced primary particle emissions,
leaving the globally averaged AIE nearly unaltered.
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Table 1. Total annual mean emissions from seagoing ships of particulate matter and aerosol
precursors in (Tg yr−1) for the year 2000. The QUANTIFY inventory is the one employed in this
study; values for the AeroCom inventory (Olivier et al., 2005; Dentener et al., 2006) are shown
for reference purposes.

Compound QUANTIFY AeroCom
(Behrens, 2006) (Olivier et al., 2005;

Dentener et al., 2006)

SO2 7.95 7.75
BC 0.03 0.13
POM 0.15 0.06
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Table 2. Experimental setup configurations for the performed GCM runs. The “old” emis-
sion parameterisation refers to the operational AeroCom method whereas the “new” one was
developed in this study. The scaling factor is applied to investigate the range of uncertainty
associated with unknown total fuel consumption. The acronyms for the emission modes are: KI
(Aitken insoluble), KS (Aitken soluble), AS (Accumulation soluble), CS (Coarse soluble). fSO4

denotes the mass fraction of emitted sulfur to be emitted as primary sulfate. HAM treats OC
emissions as emissions of POM. OC emissions are therefore scaled by 1.4 to obtain values of
emitted POM. The approximate number of emitted soluble particles s−1 is shown to illustrate
the effect of the applied model changes.

Particulate emissions, emission mode
Experiment emission scale factor fSO4

BC OC (POM) ≈# of emitted
paremeterisation sol. particles (s−1)

NS old – – – – –
A old 1 2.5 % KI KI 4.8 × 1017

(50 % AS, 50 % CS)
B new 1 4.5 %, KS KS KS 8 × 1019

Asc old 1.63 2.5 % KI KI 7.8 × 1017

(50 % AS, 50 % CS)
Bsc new 1.63 4.5 %, KS KS KS 1.3 × 1020

BnoBC new 1 4.5 %, KS – KS 7.6 × 1019

BnoC new 1 4.5 %, KS – – 5.5 × 1019
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Table 3. Atmospheric lifetimes of the aerosol species considered in ECHAM-HAM in experi-
ment NS [d] and changes in the remaining experiments with respect to NS (min). The lifetime
is defined as the ratio of total burden over total sources. All aerosol species treated in ECHAM-
HAM are considered here, i.e. sulfate, black carbon (BC), particulate organic matter (POM),
sea salt (SS) and dust (DU).

Compound NS A B Asc Bsc BnoBC BnoC

sulfate 4.8±0.16 −7.9±2.7 −30.5±3.5 −32.8±6.3 −18.9±4.3 −29.2±5.5 0.3±1.9
BC 6.3±0.17 −3.9±7.2 −17.8±12.1 −16±10.2 −16.7±8.5 −4±3.3 10.2±13.2
POM 6.1±0.19 −7.6±9.6 −2.7±17 −11.5±14.7 −8.4±13.2 −10.4±2.6 −4.9±19.2
SS 0.7±0.006 −1.6±0.1 2.3±0.1 −1.3±0.1 0.9±0.1 2.2±0.3 −0.06±0.1
DU 4.9±0.2 1.6±7.2 −19±6.2 −11.5±11.8 −14.3±11.5 −19±9 2.3±8.9
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Table 4. Globally averaged changes of aerosol- and cloud properties for the experiments
described in Sect. 2.4 with respect to experiment NS, i.e. “experiment – NS”. The results for
cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) and cloud droplet effective radius (reff) represent
values at cloud top as diagnosed by the model. The values in parantheses represent globally
averaged relative changes in % as

(B−NS
NS ·100

)
.

AOD AOD FMF ADE CDNC reff LWP AIE
(mW m−2) (cm−3) (µm) (kg m−2) (W m−2)

A 1.9E-3±0.07E-3 4.6E-3±0.1E-3 −23.5±0.9 0.84±0.05 −0.03±0.003 6.6E-4±0.6E-4 −0.07±0.017
(1.51±0.02) (0.86±0.03) (3.12±0.2) (−0.07±0.04) (0.61±0.05)

B 2.3E-3±0.1E-3 5.4E-3±0.08E-3 −23±1.7 1.64±0.18 −0.07±0.006 2E-3±0.06E-3 −0.23±0.008
(1.87±0.04) (1±0.02) (4.5±0.3) (−0.37±0.05) (1.43±0.05)

Asc 3E-3±0.07E-3 7.3E-3±0.02E-3 −38±1.5 1.24±0.17 −0.04±0.009 1E-3±0.05E-3 −0.11±0.02
(2.47±0.04) (1.36±0.04) (3.65±0.29) (−0.15±0.08) (0.94±0.05)

Bsc 3.7E-3±0.13E-3 8.7E-3±0.15E-3 −37.4±1.6 2.6±0.2 −0.09±0.005 3E-3±0.1E-3 −0.32±0.01
(3±0.06) (1.62±0.05) (6.13±0.34) (−0.58±0.04) (2±0.07)

BnoBC 2.3E-3±0.07E-3 5.3E-3±0.1E-3 −24.1±0.7 1.57±0.08 −0.06±0.004 2E-3±0.1E-3 −0.21±0.02
(1.86±0.02) (1±0.02) (4.34±0.21) (−0.33±0.03) (1.37±0.12)

BnoC 2.3E-3±0.1E-3 5.1E-3±0.1E-3 −23.9±1.4 1.8±0.14 −0.06±0.007 2.1E-3±0.09E-3 −0.22±0.02
(1.83±0.05) (0.95±0.03) (4.88±0.3) (−0.35±0.06) (1.41±0.08)
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Figure 1: Emission fluxes of SO2 from ships as in the QUANTIFY- and AeroCom emission inventories
for the year 2000 (Olivier et al., 2005; Behrens, 2006; Dentener et al., 2006).

Figure 2: Total emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors as used in experiment setup B. Top left:
sulphur (comprised of sulphur dioxide (SO2), sulfate and DMS); Top right: BC; Bottom:
Particulate organic matter (POM). The colour scales denote the log10 of emission fluxes
in [kg s−1 m−2]. Emissions over land correspond to those prescribed in AeroCom (Den-
tener et al., 2006), anthropogenic emissions over water surfaces to those provided in the
QUANTIFY shipping emission inventory (Behrens, 2006).
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Fig. 1. Emission fluxes of SO2 from ships as in the QUANTIFY- and AeroCom emission inven-
tories for the year 2000 (Olivier et al., 2005; Behrens, 2006; Dentener et al., 2006).
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Figure 1: Emission fluxes of SO2 from ships as in the QUANTIFY- and AeroCom emission inventories
for the year 2000 (Olivier et al., 2005; Behrens, 2006; Dentener et al., 2006).

Figure 2: Total emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors as used in experiment setup B. Top left:
sulphur (comprised of sulphur dioxide (SO2), sulfate and DMS); Top right: BC; Bottom:
Particulate organic matter (POM). The colour scales denote the log10 of emission fluxes
in [kg s−1 m−2]. Emissions over land correspond to those prescribed in AeroCom (Den-
tener et al., 2006), anthropogenic emissions over water surfaces to those provided in the
QUANTIFY shipping emission inventory (Behrens, 2006).
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Fig. 2. Total emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors as used in experiment setup B.
Top left: sulphur (comprised of sulphur dioxide (SO2), sulfate and DMS); Top right: BC; Bot-
tom: particulate organic matter (POM). The colour scales denote the log10 of emission fluxes
in (kg s−1 m−2). Emissions over land correspond to those prescribed in AeroCom (Dentener
et al., 2006), anthropogenic emissions over water surfaces to those provided in the QUANTIFY
shipping emission inventory (Behrens, 2006).
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Figure 3: Relative changes in [%] of column burden of sulphur dioxide (SO2, top left), sulfate (top
right), black carbon (BC, bottom left) and particulate organic matter (POM, bottom right)
in experiment B compared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The black
contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 3. Relative changes in (%) of column burden of sulphur dioxide (SO2, top left), sulfate
(top right), black carbon (BC, bottom left) and particulate organic matter (POM, bottom right) in
experiment B compared to experiment NS

(
derived from B−NS

NS ·100
)
. The black contour lines

enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 4: Zonal annual mean relative changes in [%] of particle number mixing ratios (nmr) in exper-
iment B compared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The change of particle
number concentration in each aerosol mode, as resolved by ECHAM-HAM, is shown. The
acronyms in the plot captions denote the respective aerosol mode in HAM and are as follows:
KI (aitKen Insoluble), AI (Accumulation Insoluble), CI (Coarse Insoluble), NS (Nucleation
Soluble), KS (aitKen Soluble), AS (Accumulation Soluble), CS (Coarse Soluble). The black
contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.

Figure 5: Relative changes in [%] of aerosol optical depth (AOD, left) and its fine mode (right) in
experimentB compared to experimentNS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The black contour
lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 4. Zonal annual mean relative changes in (%) of particle number mixing ratios (nmr) in
experiment B compared to experiment NS

(
derived from B−NS

NS ·100
)
. The change of particle

number concentration in each aerosol mode, as resolved by ECHAM-HAM, is shown. The
acronyms in the plot captions denote the respective aerosol mode in HAM and are as follows: KI
(aitKen Insoluble), AI (Accumulation Insoluble), CI (Coarse Insoluble), NS (Nucleation Soluble),
KS (aitKen Soluble), AS (Accumulation Soluble), CS (Coarse Soluble). The black contour lines
enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 4: Zonal annual mean relative changes in [%] of particle number mixing ratios (nmr) in exper-
iment B compared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The change of particle
number concentration in each aerosol mode, as resolved by ECHAM-HAM, is shown. The
acronyms in the plot captions denote the respective aerosol mode in HAM and are as follows:
KI (aitKen Insoluble), AI (Accumulation Insoluble), CI (Coarse Insoluble), NS (Nucleation
Soluble), KS (aitKen Soluble), AS (Accumulation Soluble), CS (Coarse Soluble). The black
contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.

Figure 5: Relative changes in [%] of aerosol optical depth (AOD, left) and its fine mode (right) in
experimentB compared to experimentNS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The black contour
lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 5. Relative changes in (%) of aerosol optical depth (AOD, left) and its fine mode (right) in
experiment B compared to experiment NS

(
derived from B−NS

NS ·100
)
. The black contour lines

enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 6: Relative changes in [%] of the temporally- and zonaly averaged cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) concentrations at supersaturations S = 0.04% (left), S = 0.2% (middle) and S = 1%
(right) in experiment B compared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

. The
black contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.

Figure 7: Relative changes in [%] of micro- and macrophysical cloud properties in experiment B com-
pared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

: cloud droplet number concentration
(CDNC) at cloud top (top left), CDNC concentrations (top right), cloud droplet effective
radius (reff) at cloud top (bottom left) and cloud liquid water path (LWP) (bottom right).
The black contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 6. Relative changes in (%) of the temporally- and zonaly averaged cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) concentrations at supersaturations S = 0.04 % (left), S = 0.2 % (middle) and S =
1 % (right) in experiment B compared to experiment NS

(
derived from B−NS

NS ·100
)
. The black

contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 8: Relative changes in [%] of micro- and macrophysical cloud properties in experiment B com-
pared to experiment NS

(

derived from
(

B −NS

NS
· 100

))

: cloud droplet number concentration
(CDNC) at cloud top (top left), CDNC concentrations (top right), cloud droplet effective
radius (reff) at cloud top (bottom left) and cloud liquid water path (LWP) (bottom right).
The black contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 7. Relative changes in (%) of micro- and macrophysical cloud properties in experiment
B compared to experiment NS

(
derived from B−NS

NS ·100
)
: cloud droplet number concentration

(CDNC) at cloud top (top left), CDNC concentrations (top right), cloud droplet effective radius
(reff) at cloud top (bottom left) and cloud liquid water path (LWP) (bottom right). The black
contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 9: Changes in top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation in experiment B with respect to experiment
NS. The aerosol indirect effect (AIE, top left) is computed as the change in “net all-sky
radiation - direct aerosol radiative perturbation”, the direct radiative effect (DRE, top right)
is the change in net clear-sky radiation and the change in outgoing longwave radiation (OLR,
bottom) represents changes in net all-sky thermal radiation. The black contour lines enclose
areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 8. Changes in top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation in experiment B with respect to exper-
iment NS. The aerosol indirect effect (AIE, top left) is computed as the change in “net all-sky
radiation – direct aerosol radiative perturbation”, the direct radiative effect (DRE, top right) is
the change in net clear-sky radiation and the change in outgoing longwave radiation (OLR,
bottom) represents changes in net all-sky thermal radiation. The black contour lines enclose
areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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Figure 10: Zonally averaged relative changes of atmospheric column burdens with respect to NS com-

puted as
(

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

))

: sulphur dioxide (SO2, top left), sulfate

(top right), black carbon (BC, bottom left) and particulate organic matter (POM, bottom
right).

42

Fig. 9. Zonally averaged relative changes of atmospheric column burdens with respect to

NS computed as
(

“experiment”−NS
NS ·100

)
: sulphur dioxide (SO2, top left), sulfate (top right), black

carbon (BC, bottom left) and particulate organic matter (POM, bottom right).
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Figure 11: Zonally averaged absolute- and relative changes of atmospheric column number burdens
with respect to NS and aerosol mode in ECHAM-HAM: Nucleation mode soluble (NS,
top), Aitken mode insoluble (KI, second from top), Aitken mode soluble (KS, second
from bottom) and Accumulation mode insoluble (AI, bottom). Relative changes are

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

)

.
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Fig. 10. Zonally averaged absolute- and relative changes of atmospheric column num-
ber burdens with respect to NS and aerosol mode in ECHAM-HAM: Nucleation mode solu-
ble (NS, top), Aitken mode insoluble (KI, second from top), Aitken mode soluble (KS, sec-
ond from bottom) and Accumulation mode insoluble (AI, bottom). Relative changes are

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS
NS ·100

)
.
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Figure 12: Zonally averaged absolute- and relative changes of atmospheric column number burdens
with respect to NS and aerosol mode in ECHAM-HAM: Accumulation mode soluble (AS,
top), Coarse mode insoluble (CI, middle) and Coarse mode soluble (CS, bottom). Relative

changes are derived as
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

)

.
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Fig. 11. Zonally averaged absolute- and relative changes of atmospheric column number bur-
dens with respect to NS and aerosol mode in ECHAM-HAM: accumulation mode soluble (AS,
top), Coarse mode insoluble (CI, middle) and Coarse mode soluble (CS, bottom). Relative

changes are derived as
(

“experiment”−NS
NS ·100

)
.
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Figure 13: Zonally averaged relative changes of quantities related to direct aerosol-radiation inter-

action with respect to NS

(

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

))

: aerosol optical depth

(AOD, top left), AOD fine mode (top right), AOD of absorption (bottom left). The re-
sulting aerosol direct radiative effect(DRE) at TOA is also shown (bottom right).
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Fig. 12. Zonally averaged relative changes of quantities related to direct aerosol-radiation

interaction with respect to NS computed as
(

“experiment”−NS
NS ·100

)
: aerosol optical depth (AOD,

top left), AOD fine mode (top right), AOD of absorption (bottom left). The resulting aerosol
direct radiative effect (DRE) at TOA is also shown (bottom right).
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Figure 14: Zonally averaged relative changes of quantities related to aerosol-cloud interaction with

respect to NS

(

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

))

: cloud droplet number concentration

(CDNC) and cloud droplet effective radius (reff) at cloud top (top left and right) and cloud
liquid water path (LWP, bottom left). The resulting AIE at TOA is also shown (bottom
right).

Figure 15: Relative changes in [%] of vertically- and meridionally resolved changes in (from left to
right) POM(KS), sulfate(NS and KS) mass mixing ratios and total number mixing ratio in
AS in experiment BnoC compared to experiment B derived from

(

BnoC −B

B
· 100

)

. The
black contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Fig. 13. Zonally averaged relative changes of quantities related to aerosol-cloud interaction with

respect to NS computed as
(

“experiment”−NS
NS ·100

)
: cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC)

and cloud droplet effective radius (reff) at cloud top (top left and right) and cloud liquid water
path (LWP, bottom left). The resulting AIE at TOA is also shown (bottom right).
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Figure 14: Zonally averaged relative changes of quantities related to aerosol-cloud interaction with

respect to NS

(

derived from
(

“experiment”−NS

NS
· 100

))

: cloud droplet number concentration

(CDNC) and cloud droplet effective radius (reff) at cloud top (top left and right) and cloud
liquid water path (LWP, bottom left). The resulting AIE at TOA is also shown (bottom
right).

Figure 15: Relative changes in [%] of vertically- and meridionally resolved changes in (from left to
right) POM(KS), sulfate(NS and KS) mass mixing ratios and total number mixing ratio in
AS in experiment BnoC compared to experiment B derived from

(

BnoC −B

B
· 100

)

. The
black contour lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90% level.

46

Fig. 14. Relative changes in (%) of temporally and zonally averaged changes in (from left to
right) POM(KS), sulfate(NS and KS) mass mixing ratios and total number mixing ratio in AS in
experiment BnoC compared to experiment B derived from

(BnoC−B
B ·100

)
. The black contour

lines enclose areas showing statistical significance at the 90 % level.
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